MURDOCK MEMBERSHIPS

RENEGADESS
$225

AMBASSADORS
$500

VISIONARIES
$1,250

FUTURISTS
$5,000

WICHITA ART MUSEUM

They invest in WAM’s future and the cultural ecosystem of Wichita. Murdock Members satisfy their curiosity with programs that give insights into cultural trends, access to artists and creatives, and social events through a variety of Murdock gatherings throughout the year. Spirited camaraderie pairs with exploring ideas and discovering new artists.

MURDOCK MEMBERS HAVE SAVVY JUST LIKE Louise Caldwell Murdock, WAM’S FOUNDER.
MURDOCK MEMBERS
HAVE ACCESS TO A VARIETY
OF Special Programs & Events

MURDOCK MIXOLOGY —
Nationally prominent art-world figures give fascinating talks on timely topics. 2023 is the year of the Living Artist. Prior to the conversation, get to know our local creatives as guests of honor to this program. Mix and mingle with artists from Harvester Arts over a glass of wine or artful cocktail created by 1400 by Elderslie.

MURDOCK TRIPS —
These trips, offered to Visionaries and above, take care of all the details and include exclusive tours of private collections, meetings with curators and artists, and exceptional dining experiences. Stay tuned for details of our Fall 2023 Trip to Milwaukee to visit the Milwaukee Art Museum, John Michael Kohler Arts Center, Frank Lloyd Wright homes, and more.

EXHIBITION PREVIEWS —
By invitation-only, for Ambassadors and above, Exhibition Preview events kick off WAM’s major exhibition openings with a first look in the gallery; an artist or curator program, festive dinner and more.

CLOSING PARTIES —
Going out with a bang — cocktail in hand! Come for a night of flamboyant fashion, art, music, bites, and booze to celebrate the closing of major exhibitions.

IN CONVERSATION:

THURS • MARCH 30
Artist Robert Peterson with WAM Director/CEO Anne Kraybill

THURS • MAY 4
Artist Sharif Bey with Carnegie Museum of Art Curator Rachel Delphi

THURS • SEPTEMBER 21
Artist Judith Schaechter

THURS • NOVEMBER 16
Artist John Douglas Powers

These intimate conversations feature artists whose works were recently acquired for WAM’s collection. Each conversation features a reception at 5:30pm to celebrate our local creatives, in partnership with Harvester Artists. Following the conversation, enjoy an invition-only optional dinner for Ambassadors level and above.


Sharif Bey, Nestle III, 2021. Glass and mixed media, 33 x 33 x 3 inches. Wichita Art Museum, Museum purchase, F. Price Cossman Memorial Trust, INTRUST Bank, Trustee
